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ABSTRACT 

 

Black hole and Grey hole attack is most happening attacks in Mesh networks. Mesh networks means non-

static networks with making loops of networks with the help of active hotspots. In Wireless networks all the 

communication between the nodes is happening wirelessly and the nodes are so much resource constraint 

that it is difficult to employ any security solutions of other ad hoc networks. So they are attacked by 

malicious nodes. In black hole attack the attacker windup all the information and dropped it.  

 

In black hole attack, the series of RREQ (route request) and RREP (route reply) follows the smallest way of 

networking communication. The fault node always transmit RREP message as it receives RREQ, while 

managing the receivers sequence number. By the help of fault node packets are dropped. Sometimes fault 

node is authorised and otherwise it is unauthorised. Black hole attack is type of routing attack and can 

bring harm to whole network. Grey hole attack is the kind of denial of service attack. In this attack, the 

router which is mesh behave just not well and a subset of packets are forward and handle by receiver but 

leave by others. The presences of these attackers are hard to detect in wireless networks because over the 

wireless link the packets are lost due to bad channel quality. This paper deals with the study of analysis of 

delay occurs by these attack in Wireless Mesh networks and  its types and also discuss about previous 

study by which we get idea about attack occurs in networks and also study various techniques to detect and 

prevent network from black hole and grey hole attack. Then we discuss about their result by using 

simulator OPNET. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are becoming famous now-a-days in different areas like 

military applications, environment application etc. Wireless  Mesh networks is a virtual network 

which makes connection virtually or wirelessly in network and that connection is made with 

network nodes or hops. In wireless mesh networks nodes are movable. As a result, many attacks 

occur by attacker on virtual mesh networks. Black hole attack is an ancient attack of virtual mesh 

network which held on routing layer. Black hole attack brings major effect on network. 
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The user can analyse the results in base station where any physical mechanical change in 

environment are send by nodes of WMN. Suddenly the topologies of network can changes 

without reason. There is limitation in support system where each node play role like router and 

different node connect anywhere and diffuse the network at any time. Wireless mesh network is 

type of dynamic network structures. WMN have many disadvantages on resources like memory, 

processing power and power of battery. In different way, an object in classical wireless LAN ,all 

nodes are movable and changes in topology is done suddenly in wireless mesh network, which is 

difficult job to hold  the security of wireless network. As a result, attacker joins the network and 

takes packets and rejects the network. We reduce the communication cost of nodes by performing 

signal processing, computation of local data to base station. Black hole and Grey hole attacks are 

the two classical attacks under wireless mesh network, which destroy the network topology and 

decreases the network performance. 

 

In this paper, we discuss how malicious or false node delay in network when black hole and grey 

hole attack occurs. To understand the behaviour of these attacks, we must secure the wireless 

network from these attacks. In order to gain this, we scattered and similitude the behaviour of 

attacks in description. We have done all the simulation using OPNET 14.5. 

 

1.1 BLACK AND GREY HOLE ATTACK 

 

Black hole attack is a routing layer attack in which data is revolves from other node. The 

transmission of packets on multiple nodes and dropping of packets is mostly occurring on routing 

layer. Routing protocol is targeted by the attack. Black  hole attack having great influencing 

attack on virtual mesh network. The busy DOS attack is black hole attack. Black hole attack is 

difficult to detect; it is mostly found in temporary networks like virtual/wireless mesh networks. 

 

Black hole attack will cause powerful effect to the performance of mesh networks. In previous 

research, the authors have carried out on black hole attack [6]. 

 

In black hole attack, the sender node receive reply message from fault node and make smallest 

way to receiver node. Fault node sends reply message after authorised node to sender node and 

then sender become confuse in two replies. On that way, Fault node become sender node and 

whole data received by it. In this, the data packets fully dropped by sender node. 

 

In Figure 1, the sender node 1 sends large amount of RREQ message to every nearby nodes. 

When RREQ message is received by fault node, then it sends RREP message to sender node 

which is non-real and also shows the shortest way to reach to receiver node. 

 

Then sender node accepts the reply message from non-real node which is called fault node and 

transfers the packets. This attack is known as black hole attack. 

 

In black hole attack, a fault node accepted by sender node not attention and all the data packets 

are dropped. This is also known as sleep derivation attack. This attack is divided into two types, 

i.e. Internal and External black hole attack. We explain these attacks as follows: 
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Figure 1: Black Hole Attack Specification 

 

(a) Internal black hole attack 

 

It occurs in network internally. it means the internal node is become the fault node and makes 

route from sender node to receiver node. 

 

 
In Figure 2, the sender node 1 sends RREQ to each node and gets reply back from every node; 

the whole network is set up by authorized nodes. Suddenly, the authorized node becomes fault 

node and internal black hole attack occurs. 

 

(b) External black hole attack 

 

This attack occurs outside from the network. It is mainly called DOS (denial of service) attack.in 

this attack, network take advantage from network traffic and collapse the whole network. It is 

done by External fault node and then working as same as internal node. It follows some steps 

which is given below: 

 

1. Fault node become active node and makes way to receiver node. 

2. Fault node send RREP message and shows the smallest way to receiver node and become 

part of network. 

3. It receives all the data packets from sender node which is transmit in network. 
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4. The series of RREQ and RREP message occur and data transfer is done and black hole 

attack occurs. 

5. The data is receiving the fault node and 100% packets are dropped in network. 

 

The black hole and Grey hole attack will carry a large price of effect to the performance of 

wireless mesh network. In multiple ways the false behaviour may exhibits by Grey hole attack, 

Grey hole attack is a node which react maliciously for some specific time duration by releasing 

packets but may come to balanced behaviour and later forward the packets through packet ID to 

other packet. A Grey hole may also behave a random behaviour by which it rejects some the 

packets randomly when it forward to other packets. Thereby its detection is even more difficult 

than black hole attack. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

Karof et al [3] was the first person who explain the different kinds of vulnerabilities in wireless 

mesh network. They found that there are many attacks like Sybil attack, HELLO FLOOD attack 

along with black hole and grey hole attack which is possible in wireless sensor networks. Many 

other researchers have also stated that the normal routing process can easily disrupt by malicious 

node which is deploy by security techniques. 

 

Richa et al [19] have only nominate the detection but also find out the removal of adversaries’ by 

middle node through packets. It is the best method we have study the impact of black hole and 

grey hole attack in different sizes in wireless sensor network. 

 

Damandeep et al [7] proposed that the promiscures node method to detect the malicious node in 

worm hole attack by using routing protocol AODV. The alarm message is generated when delay 

in network occurs. 

 

Satoshi et al [21] analysed the black hole attack and explain a route from malicious node must 

increase the destination sequence number for particular purpose to decide the source node. 

Authors analysis and propose a statistical base anomaly detection approach to detect the black 

hole attack and on destination side they received RREPs (Route Replys) according to destination 

sequence number. 

 

3. OLSR ROUTING PROTOCOL 

 

The optimized link state routing protocol (OLSR) given in RFC3626, which is designed in mesh 

network. OLSR is proactive routing protocol: the information is route, when they needed. It is 

also called table driven protocol. The updated topology of the network is maintained by this 

protocol. In this each node in network is known by every node before a particular time. All the 

direction information is stored in tables. Whenever network topology becomes different, these 

tables are come with new information. 

 

OLSR spread the network of particular facts by large amount of packets in every part of network. 

The large amount of flow of packet is done on each and every node that received packets are 

broadcast again. These packets contain in a correct order so as to stay away from making the 

curved shape with network. The receiver node put the information in correct order, making 
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without any doubt that those packet broadcast one time. OLSR has three kinds of impose 

messages which are discussed as follows: 

 

1. HELLO: This impose message is broadcast an ability to understand the nearer node and 

Multi-Point Distribution Repays (MPR) judgments. 

2. TOPOLOGY CONTROL (TC): By the help of OLSR signaling is performed link state 

information is optimized by the used of MPRs. 

3. Multiple Interface Declaration (MID):This message contain every IP addresses that has 

already been put to the purpose to intended by the smallest number of node in network. 

All the nodes in OLSR broadcast the message on more than one connection. 

 

The starting point of MPR is to degrade the exact copy or the curved shaped of network broadcast 

again the packets. Route packets are broadcast by only MPR nodes. The authorized nodes in the 

network managed a record of MPR nodes. 

 

MPR are choose with in the immediately area of sender node. The choice of MPR is mainly 

forced on HELLO message or RREQ message which transmits into the nearer node. The choice 

of MPR is the way to be real to every of its nearer joints through MPR nodes. Routers are 

accepted one sender node that’s need to start broadcast the sending data packets. 

 

In OLSR black hole attack the fault node “F” is found the busy route into the sender node “S” 

and receiver node ”R’’. The fault node “F” then transmits the RREP which makes correct order to 

node “T”. This node “T”  towards the RREP to the sender node “S”. This route is transfer packets 

to fault node. These packets are dropped. In this way, sender and receiver node are not 

communicate in condition of black hole attack. 

 

The fault node chooses to drop RREQ and RREP message packets. In this, the unwanted node 

drops packets by sending non-real RREP to sender node. 

 

In Figure 3, node F which is fault node can make illegal copy of RREP message to sender node S. 

When sender node S receives non-real RREP messages from node F, it updates information in 

tables of route to the receiver node. When node F accepts the data packets it dropped the packets 

as shown as follows: 

 
Fig 3: Dropping of packet in black hole attack 
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A black hole attack has two qualities: 

 

1. The node used the virtual routing protocol and known publically itself making reasonable 

route to receiver, even the route is non-real with the plan to stop packets. 

2. The node used to stop packets. The fault node always transmits RREP as it receives 

RREQ, while managing the receiver correct order. The RREP transmit by the fault node 

is behaved as new. Thus, fault nodes achieved in black hole attack. 

 

4. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Black hole and Grey hole attack is a major Question in wireless mesh network. Our proposal is 

based on the analysing these attacks in 802.11b network environment and calculate is delay in 

both attack, that how black hole and Grey hole node effect the network delay. Its implement it by 

taking nodes as vector; i.e. one node is link with two nodes in x-axis and y-axis, and further make 

links as vector quantity. 

 

In this each node is connected to next nodes and packets broadcast it. There is all mobile nodes, 

which is not fixed in position and all nodes are connected with one IP called backbone. Firstly, 

it’s make scenario of wireless nodes and deploys random way point on each node and then 

change wireless LAN parameters. It’s give each node as unique basic service station number and 

also set channel for these service station and then transfer the packets and generate graph of  

network without attacks. Secondly, after that Its change one node as false node and generate 

black hole then transfer the packets and generate graph. By this false node our packets shows 

source value but receiver node value is zero ,that means whole packets are dropped and at 

receiver node information is not adapted by receiver node .After this, we  make that false node as 

Grey hole node, configure it by taking variable seeds and generate graph of that scenario. Finally, 

we configure this scenario by taking OLSR(optimized link state routing protocol) protocol in 

each statics then compare the performance. OLSR is also stored all the information in tables. It 

updates the topology of network which is changed in wireless mesh network. In network layer 

OLSR protocol accumulated throughput is calculated. 

 

These all works has some advantages which are as follows: 

 

1. In this, each node is connected to two nodes and all the information is stored in tables. 

2. Its require no encryption on topology control, so information sharing is easy. 

3. There is not necessary to watch all nodes, one node record link of just two nodes by 

which it link.  

 

5. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

 

The term network delay is analyzed by performing the implementation of OPNET simulator. 

Simulation of black hole and Grey hole attack on the OPNET is achieved by having a false node. 

This node is detected Delay in simulation environment by using OLSR protocol in order to stop 

the behavior of false node. 

 

In following scenario which is set of 30 mobile nodes. These mobile nodes are moving with 

constant speed of 10 m/s and simulation time taken as 1000 seconds. Area of simulation is taken 
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as 1500*1500 meters and mobility model is random way point with speed 10 m/s and 

transmitting power is by default 0.005 watts. 

 

The random environment is chosen in wireless mesh network and other specification of 

simulation is as follows: 

\ 

 
Figure 4. Scenario of 30 nodes 

 

Figure 4, shows the scenario in which 30 wireless nodes   are connected and communicate. Nodes 

communicate with the help of broadcast ip address ,i.e 192.168.5.63  .Our main goal is to check 

which attack is more dangerous effect on network performance .The last but not least stage and 

very vital of the time is given to this stage. 

 

6. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

In random simulation environment, the first step is to determine the network delay on network 

performance with and without attack. Results are analysed carefully by obtaining from OPNET 

simulation. Its simulate a network of 30 mobile nodes. In OPNET there is set of two types of 

statics i.e. global and node. Initial take a uniform scenario with no black hole and grey hole 

attacks. There is no prevention is applied, then attacks will occurs.   The false node is choose 

randomly in simulation test, and increases delay in network. The simulation results are presented 

in figure 5 ,figure 6and  figure 7; which shows the network delay  without attacks and with both 

attacks, i.e. black hole and Grey hole attack as follows: 

 

 
Fig 5: Network Delay in wireless LAN 
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Firstly, in without attack graph its transmits the packets in the form of bits from source to 

receiver node. After this Its originate one false node in network ,that false node is black hole or 

Grey hole node then delay in network occurs. That delay in  network is signify the performance 

which shows as follows: 

 

 
Fig 6: Delay with Grey hole attack 

 

 
Figure 7: Delay with Black hole attack 

 

After attacks, We Apply Secure path Scheme with OlSR protocol and found delay in network 

performance which is shown as follows: 
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Figure 8: Delay with Apply OLSR protocol 

7. CONCLUSION 

 

The paper is usually attention with most important part of black hole attack in wireless/virtual 

mesh network such as how it is explained, divide according to their types and how it obtains in 

network to operate the fault activities usually of packet dropping. As a future scope of paper to 

share an attempt to examine several answer to this black hole attack and control the excellent in 

the middle of these. 

 

The important feature in wireless mesh network is security. In this paper, the black hole and grey 

hole attack is come on network layer. due to movable nature, wireless mesh network have many 

weakness. Our aim is to prevent the network layer from these attack in which false node act as 

regular node. That node is difficult to detect, because the nodes here in this type of attack are very 

much unpredictable and volatile as they varies from normal to adversary and adversary to normal 

nodes. In this paper, Its apply OLSR protocol and find out that it stops  some effect of these 

attacks, but Its cannot safe network from these attacks purely. It’s also find that black hole attack 

is easy to detect than Grey hole attack. At performance level, there is not much difference in both 

attacks. 

 

FUTURE SCOPE 

 

There are number of attacks found in Network layer. If we need our information secure from 

attackers, then secure network layer must be provided. To study the related researches, its find 

how attack occur in network layer. Our main goal is to detect the black hole attack and Grey hole 

attack and find security better so that performance of network is not decreases.    
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